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Indoor Cycle Instructor Audio PROfile 

Created By: Doug Rusho 

Training Type:  Endurance / HIT “Reward” 

Working HR zones:  Zone 2-3 / 4 

Total Class Length:  60 minutes 

 

Profile Description: 
This profile is called “Progressive Endurance.”  It is designed to give our students what 

they need (endurance base), and then rewarding them with what they want (High 

Intensity).  This profile is progressive in intensity, slowly building through the endurance 

zones and finishing with high intensity(HIT).   

 This is a compromise in terms of pure base building, but provides a teaching 

opportunity to educate the benefits of base building, while still keeping the 

“hammerheads” engaged because of the high intensity to come.   

 

Objective  
The objective is endurance, which will cover 75% of the class time. Another objective is 

to encourage no recovery periods, with an option to recover in the HIT section.   

 The profile is divided into 4 sections; “Warmup”, “Endurance and Drills,”  “The 

Middle Road,” and “Overcoming.”  Each section as a whole slowly progresses with 

intensity.  The first 3 sections will primarily be in HR zones 2-3 with a occasional short 

touch into and over threshold.   

 The last section is the reward, HIT.  It is very important to use the HIT as a 

“carrot” when previewing this profile with your class.  In this manner students will be 

rewarded for holding back, and staying within the base building territory.   

 As you gradually build up intensity and effort your students are anticipating and 

maybe even pacing themselves for that last HIT section, achieving the base building 

objective for the majority of the class.  Once they get there they can cut loose, blow off 

some steam, and finish strong. 

 

Intensity: 
For this profile I am going simplify a bit and cue effort and cadence.  It will be up to the 

students to apply load to match the prescribed effort.  This effort scale that may not be 

“perfect” in a physiological sense but simplifies communicating perceived exertion with 

just 1-2 “effort” points in each energy zone.  

 

Effort   Energy Zone   HR zone 
 

60-65%:   Basic Endurance  2 

70-75%:   Primary Endurance  3 

80%:        Threshhold   Threshold  

85-90%    VO2 max   4 

95%     Anaerobic Capacity  4 

100%   Neuromuscular Capacity  not applicable 
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Cadence: 
Cadence is a subjective scale, cruise(cr), tempo(t), and up-tempo(ut). 

-Cruise:  Students natural self- selected cadence for “cruising” 

-Tempo:  A maintainable “race cadence” for an extended period of time.   

-Up-tempo:  a bursting cadence(with control) for short periods of time (flat 

terrain only) 

 

Cadence Range:  70-110 rpms flat terrain, 60-90 rpms climbing terrain 

 

Music: 
My profile architecture is somewhat different in that I use the music to dictate the profile 

and cueing of the three variables; load, cadence, and body position.  I call this “Tune 

Mapping.”  Keep in mind this is my interpretation of each song, which may not be yours.  

I also do not pick music based on BPM’s.  I go mainly on what a song sounds like 

through its energy and emotion.  For some songs I may map every transition, some only a 

few, or none at all.   

Tune mapping creates a lot of variability and transitions; basically nothing is 

repeated for the exact same amount of time.  This creates a real world profile where 

terrain, resistance, cadence, and effort are constantly in flux.   

 

 

Profile Notes 

Section #1  Warmup (12m) 
 

 -Preview the profile from a broad perspective:  Endurance intensity, progressive, 

 high intensity reward for final section. 

 

 -Discuss effort scale:  

 60% -Basic Endurance, “you feel like you are just starting to get a   

  workout.” 

 80%- Threshold, “a race intensity you can maintain.” 

 100%- Neuromuscular power, “Everything you got for 30 seconds or 

 less, nothing left to give.” 

 

 -Discus main objective, keeping effort between 60-80% for majority of class 

 

 -Discuss Cadence scale 

  

 -Educate on creating a climb indoors 

Explain the difference on how 75% effort feels on a flat, vs. on a hill 

through load and cadence.    
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“Resistance should constantly be engaging your legs.” “You should feel it 

all the way around the entire pedal stroke.”  “It should be enough load that 

it slows your cadence down compared to your flat 75% effort cadence.” 

 

-Preview section #1:  Pedal stroke drill, moderate climb, cruising flat 

 

 

Section #2  “Endurance and Drills” (12m)  
“St Elmos Fire(Man in Motion)   IsoLegTrg(ILT) 

-Both feet remain in pedals, focus on pedaling one side. 

 

“Work the dead spots at top and bottom, float the non-working leg, 

minimizing its use, bring both legs in together, feel everything smooth 

right out and your cadence naturally pick up.” 

 

“Colorful”    Climb 

-Tune Mapped.  Sub-threshold to threshold  

-Review creating a climb. 

 

“Free Ride”    Cruising Flat 

- Imagery (“perfect day, sunshine, feeling great…etc.”)  

-Educate the benefits of base building,  

-Preview Section #3:  Rolling terrain,  Finishing School climb, cadence 

transitions,  Free Climb. 

 

Section #3  “The Middle Road”(19m) 
 “Roll w/ the Changes”    Rolling terrain 

  -Tune mapped.  

  

“Lightning Crashes”   Finishing School(FS) climb 

 -Tune mapped  

 -Step by step progression of effort, finishing above threshold.  

 

“Maria”    Cadence Transitions. 

 -Tempo / Up-tempo,  

 -Load stays constant, effort changed by cadence 

 

“Slow Ride”    Free climb 

  -Ride in silence(instructor) option 

-Preview Section #4(HIT):  Finishing School Climb, Descent switchbacks, 

Cadence /load transitions 
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Section #4  “Overcoming”(13m) 
 “No More Drama”   FS climb 

  -Tune Mapped  

-Progressive grade to very steep(HIT) 

   

 “Burn, Baby Burn”   Descent switchbacks  

  -Option to Recover 

-Coastdown Drill:  tempo / slow down to “half speed” slower than 

cruise(40-50rpm ), soft pedal(5seconds), through switchback / accelerate 

to up-tempo, coming out of turn(5-10s) / decelerate back to tempo. 

  -Load stays constant, effort changed by cadence 

  

“Times Like These”   Cadence/Load transitions 

  -Tune Mapped 80-95% 

  -HIT finale, adding load and cadence on, and back to threshold, 3 rounds. 

 

Cooldown(7m) 
 

Summary 
The general structure of this profile can be manipulated with amount of time in each 

section, number of sections, and music selection.   

 Tune mapping can be applied to any song of choice.  The advantage of tune 

mapping is that it keeps idle students (on bikes going no where!) very busy.  Class goes 

by quickly, its fun, and better replicates real world conditions.  The disadvantage is the 

lower focus and adaptation of any one energy system (typical interval type session).  

  One type of training is not better than the other, just another tool for your toolbox 

to keep your students engaged and on their toes! 

 The second document is the “working profile” complete with Tune Mapping.  If 

you choose the recommended play list you can walk into class and ride the exact profile 

discussed. 

 

Working Profile Notes: 
 

-Cadence is Cruise unless otherwise stated. 

-Terrain is Flat unless otherwise stated. 

-Body position is Seated unless otherwise stated (e.g. stand). 

-If a song on the profile does not have any time points listed it is not Tune Mapped.  The 

instructor can cue prescribed variables (% effort, cadence) for any length of time within 

song.  (e.g.  “Walk like Egyptian”) 
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Instructing a Tune mapped Song: 
-Instructor will need the Tune Map (provided on working profile) in front of them.  (A 

music stand works great) 

-Instructor will need a stopwatch (multi lap timer) or music source(ipod) in clear view to 

create or see a song timer. 

-The timer starts to count up when the song starts.  When a time point is reached, cue the 

variable change (% effort, cadence, body position). 

-Time points for suggested songs are 1-3 seconds before the actual “musical” transitions.  

This allows students to react, and make the change as the music is changing, creating a 

really nice flow. 

 

Tune Map Example:  “Across the Mountains” 

 This is a warm-up climb.  When song begins, instruct a 70% effort at cruising 

 climbing cadence.  At 2:02, cue 75% effort.  Students should increase load.  At 

 2:29, instruct  stand.  At 3:00, instruct to return back to saddle 

 

 

Youtube is a great source to listen to songs at full length and preview the suggested songs 

for this profile that have been tune mapped.  Use a stopwatch and start the timer exactly 

when the song plays. 

 

 

“Ride the Experience, Experience the ride.” 

 

 

Playlist 
 

“Know One Knows”  Queens of the Stone Age 

“Across the Mountains” Vangelis 

“Walk like an Egyptian” Bangles 

“St Elmos Fire”  John Parr 

“Colorful”   The Verve Pipe 

“Free Ride”   Edgar Winter 

“Roll w/ the Changes  REO Speedwagon 

“Lightning Crashes  Live 

“Maria”   Ricky Martin 

“Slow Ride”   Foghat 

“No more Drama”  Mary J. Blidge 

“Burn, baby Burn”  The Tramps 

“Times Like These”  Foo Fighters 

“Collide”   Howie Day 

“Angeles”   Elliot Smith 


